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It has been now for years that the marvel called Kerala lures millions of tourists to its lap. Blessed
with bounties of nature abound, Kerala is akin to a mural painted by God varied in its hues, shades
and texture. Kerala holds numerous, colorful, rich and diverse attractions like pristine beaches, mist
shrouded hill stations, placid backwaters, enchanting wilds, verdant landscape and suave art forms.

On par with the tremendous inflow of tourists Kerala has hotels operating in large numbers
throughout Kerala and especially in places of tourism importance like Kochi, Alleppey, Waynad,
Munnar, Kozhikode, Kovalam, Kumarakom, Kollam, Thiruvananthapuram and Ponmudi. Kerala
people in tune with the motto â€œAthidi Devo Bhavaâ€• treats guests as Gods. Kerala hotels are no
different. They come of various segments offering tourists various choices according to their tastes
and purses. Kerala hotels are in Luxury, budget, cheap budget and cheap varieties. The luxury and
budget hotels in Kerala provide for luxurious and spacious rooms with modern dÃ©cor. Sometimes
the dÃ©cor is exotic. Any which ways they are refreshingly elegant. The service in all types of hotels
is superlative. As Kerala has an educated workforce, the employees in hotels speak Hindi and
English fluently. Some are conversant in other languages also. They are impeccably dressed and
polite and attentive. They let you understand the meaning of warmth and hospitality. With a smile,
they attend to all needs of guests with care and attention.

Another trend in hospitality industry of Kerala is establishment of Heritage hotels. Many abodes or
structures of ancient architecture are converted into hotels giving them an exotic edge.

Most of the Kerala hotels are adjoined with ayurvedic treatment spas and yoga centers. The
reputation of ayurveda and yoga has spread far and wide and Kerala is recognized as a place one
may receive quality service. So there is an enormous demand for these facilities.

Kochi is the place which homes an international airport and is nearer to Munnar and Kumarakom.
So there is a reasonable rush of tourists in Kochi. Hotels in Cochin are equipped to cater to this
demand. There are different types of hotels available giving tourists, choices according to their
tastes and purse. There are luxury hotels with air conditioned rooms to cheap hotels with just
creature comforts. Kochi also has wide range of sightseeing options with its nearby beaches,
historical monuments, museums and island villages. Cruises along backwaters can also be
arranged.

Munnar is a mist shrouded hill station blessed with salubrious climate. Millions throng to this
destination seeking its cool, fresh and gentle ambience. With magnificent views of rolling hills,
undulating meadows,  manicured tea gardens, attractive colonial bungalows, cascading waterfalls
and gushing brooks Munnar is apt for trekking and mountain biking. There are also many interesting
sightseeing spots nearby. Lured by these attractions tourists arrive and Munnar Hotels take care of
their accommodation and culinary needs. The hotels provide for excellent accommodation facilities
and quality of service. There are also budget hotels which provide almost the same excellence in a
much smaller budget. Ayurveda and yoga facilities are attached to most hotels. The amenities are
also rented out to business sect to conduct conferences, meetings and training programmes.

Kumarakom is blessed with all the charm of a backwater village. Scores of tourists visit Kumarakom
to savor the same. Kumarakom Hotels take care of them.
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